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We performed ac susceptibility measurements to explore the vortex dynamics and the flux-pinning properties
of superconducting Pb films with an array of microholes(antidots) and not fully perforated holes(blind holes).
A lower ac shielding together with a smaller extension of the linear regime for the lattice of blind holes
indicates that these centers provide a weaker pinning potential than antidots. Moreover, we found that the
maximum number of flux quanta trapped by a pinning site, i.e., the saturation numberns, is lower for the blind
hole array.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The latest advances of lithographic techniques based on
electron beams have allowed us to design and tailor artificial
pinning centers in type II superconductors practically at will.
In particular, it has been shown that periodically distributed
pinning centers lead to a strong reduction of the vortex mo-
bility and consequently to a substantial increase of the criti-
cal current when the flux line lattice is commensurate with
the pinning array.1–7 So far, most of the work has been de-
voted to arrays of holes(antidots2–4) and magnetic dots.5–7

However, much less attention has been paid to the analysis of
blind hole arrays. Unlike antidots, these not fully perforated
holes have a thin superconducting bottom layer which allows
the trapped flux to remain as separated single quantum vor-
tices inside the pinning site. A direct confirmation of this
behavior was reported by Bezryadinet al.8 who used vortex
imaging by means of Bitter decoration. On top of that, a
blind hole sample represents a singly connected system
while an antidot sample is a multiply connected one. As has
been pointed out by Moshchalkovet al.2,3 this topological
consideration might also lead to differences in the irrevers-
ible response.

In this work we perform a comparative study of the vortex
dynamic response in type II superconducting Pb films with
an array of blind holes and antidots, by ac susceptibilityx
measurements.9,10We found that blind holes are less efficient
pinning centers than antidots. This effect manifests itself as a
lower ac shielding and consequently as a smaller extension
of the linear regime. Additionally, we show that the maxi-
mum number of flux quanta,ns,

11–13 trapped by a blind hole
is systematically lower than for an antidot.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

A. Sample preparation

The used nanostructured superconducting Pb films were
prepared as follows: first, a superconducting Pb layer is de-
posited on a Si/SiO2 substrate covered by a double poly-
methyl metacrylate/methyl metacrylate(PMMA\MMA ) re-
sist layer in which a square lattice of square dots is pre-
defined by electron-beam lithography(Imec vzw). The Pb

layer is deposited in a molecular-beam epitaxy system at a
working pressure of 7310−8 Torr. In order to obtain a
smooth Pb film the substrate is cooled by liquid nitrogen
s77 Kd and the film is evaporated at a growth rate of 5 Å/s,
controlled by a quadrupole mass spectrometer. After the
evaporation, the remaining resist is removed by a lift-off
procedure using warm acetone. The double resist layer has
an overhanging profile which avoids any contact of the de-
posited material on top of the resist dots with material be-
tween the dots. The final result is a Pb film with a square
lattice of square holes. For the protection of the Pb samples
against oxidation a 70-nm-thick Ge capping layer is finally
evaporated on top of the film. In order to grow the antidot
and the blind hole samples simultaneously, we first deposit a
Pb layer (L1) on top of two identical resist dot patterns.
Then, for one of them[sampleB in Fig. 1(b)] we carry out a
lift-off procedure whereas the other[sampleA in Fig. 1(b)]
remains unchanged. After that, a second Pb layer(L2) is
deposited on top of both samples. Finally, the resist on
sampleA is removed by lift-off. In this way we end up with
an antidot sample(sampleA) which has exactly the same
thickness as the blind holes(sampleB) and has been grown
under identical conditions.

The data presented in this work were obtained from two
sets of blind and antidot samples. Each family has a different
total thickness as determined by low-angle x-ray diffraction.
In Table I we give the thicknesses of the subsequently evapo-
rated Pb layers, L1 and L2, for the two studied sets of
samples. Figure 1(a) shows an atomic force microscopy
(AFM) image of a 535 mm2 surface area of the blind hole
sample. The lateral sizesb=0.8 mmd of the holes and the
period of the square arraysd=1.5 mmd are identical for all
used samples. The periodicity of the square lattice corre-
sponds to a first matching field ofH1=f0/d2=9.2 Oe. Here
f0 is the flux quantum.

B. Superconducting properties

The ac magnetization measurements were carried out in a
commercial Quantum Design PPMS system with the ac field
h parallel to the dc fieldH and both applied perpendicular to
the sample surface. This system provides a temperature sta-
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bility better than 0.5 mK, which is crucial for measurements
near the critical temperature. The ac amplitudeh ranges from
2 mOe to 15 Oe and the frequencyf from 10 Hz to 10 kHz.
Since in this range of frequencies we observe thatx depends
only weakly on f, we have chosen the same frequencyf
=3837 Hz for all measurements presented in this paper.

In order to characterize the physical properties of the dif-
ferent patterned films we first analyze the temperature depen-
dence of the ac susceptibilityx=x8+ ix9. The result of these
measurements for set 1 of the samples is shown in the main
panel of Fig. 2 atH=5 Oe andh=6 mOe. The data presented
in this figure have been normalized by a factor corresponding
to the maximum screening, such thatx8=−1 at very low
temperatures and fields. It can be seen that thex8sTd curve
for the antidot sampleA (open circles) shows a very sharp
superconducting transition atTc1=7.22 K. In contrast to that,
the x8sTd data for blind hole sampleB (filled circles) first
exhibits a sharp transition atTc1 followed by a second
broader transition atTc2=7.10 K, below which it smoothly
approaches the maximum screening. In Fig. 2 we also in-
clude the superconducting transition corresponding to a non-
patterned plain Pb film(triangles) with the same thickness as
layer L2 and evaporated simultaneously with samplesA and
B. The superconducting transition of this film coincides with
the onset of the second step on sampleB.

The origin of this two-step transition in the blind hole
sample comes from a very narrow Pb border surrounding the
blind hole pattern as a result of the fabrication procedure.
Since the ac response is mainly given by the border of the
sample, a substantial enhancement of the screening atTc2 is
expected when this Pb contour turns to the superconducting
state, in agreement with our observation. In order to test this,
we performx8sTd measurements on a similar sample while
progressively removing the plain Pb contour, as shown in the
inset of Fig. 2. Now, it can be clearly seen that the transition
at Tc2 first becomes broader and finally disappears after com-
pletely removing the plain Pb border. Although this undesir-
able contour may be eventually cut out, it helps to determine
the critical temperature of Pb layer L2 without preparing an
extra plain film. In this case, special care has to be taken in
the normalization process since the total saturation value at
low temperatures results from both the patterned and the un-
patterned areas.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Let us now compare the flux-pinning properties of the
blind hole array with those obtained for the antidot array. To
that end we have carried out measurements of the ac re-
sponse in samplesA and B as a function of dc field under
isothermal conditions and fixed ac excitations. This is shown
in the main panel of Fig. 3 forh=0.23 Oe,T=Tc2=7.10 K,
and f =3837 Hz. In agreement with previous reports,2–4,14the
antidot sampleA (open symbols) exhibits clear periodic
matching features at integer and rational multiples of the first
matching fieldH1. As we have discussed in an earlier work,14

two different regimes can be distinguished in this curve. At
low fields H,H3, a multiquanta vortex state exists and
matching features appear as small steps of the screeningx8.
For fieldsH.H3 the filled pinning sites become repulsive

FIG. 1. (a) Atomic force micrograph(AFM) of a 535 mm2 area
of a Pb film with a square array of square blind holes.(b) Schematic
cross section of the patterned superconducting samples studied in
this work, a blind hole sampleB and an antidot sampleA. The two
evaporated Pb layers L1 and L2 are indicated.

TABLE I. Thicknesses of Pb layers L1 and L2 for the two sets
of studied samples.

Set 1 Set 2

L1 47.5 nm 75 nm

L2 13.5 nm 25 nm

FIG. 2. Screeningx8 as function of temperatureT for set 1 of Pb
films with an array of antidots(A, open circles), blind holes(B,
filled circles), and a reference plain Pb film with the same thickness
as layer L2(triangles), with H=5 Oe, f =3837 Hz, andh=6 mOe.
Inset:x8 as a function ofT measured on blind hole sampleB with
the plain Pb contour progressively removed.
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centers and entering vortices locate in the interstitial posi-
tions. In this regime, vortex-vortex interaction leads to
highly stable vortex configurations atHn, thus resulting in
local enhancements of the screeningx8sHd. We have also
shown14 that the sharp reduction in the screening atH4 can
be attributed to the higher sensitivity of the ac susceptibility
in that particular range of field penetration.

As we have pointed out above, the analysis of the blind
hole sample is a more subtle procedure since the signal nor-
malization can be derived from either the saturation value
corresponding to the first or the second transition. For ex-
ample, data taken atT.Tc2, where only the patterned film
contributes to the signal, should be normalized using the
saturation value obtained by extrapolating the first transition
sx08

1d, as shown with a dotted line in the inset of Fig. 3. A
different normalization value could be obtained due to prox-
imity effects which lead to a larger effective sample size and
consequently to a higher saturation. However, no substantial
change ofTc has been detected, suggesting that the proximity
effect is not relevant. In any case, the correct normalization
value will lay between the two extreme valuesx08

1 andx08
2,

indicated by black arrows in the inset of Fig. 3. The result of
this normalization procedure is shown as a continuous curve
in the main panel of Fig. 3, whereas the extremes obtained
by normalizing withx08

1 andx08
2 are shown as a gray painted

area. The saturation valuex08 can be also estimated asx08
=V/4ps1−nd, whereV scm3d is the volume of the sample
and n the demagnetization factor.15,16 For this particular
sample with lateral dimensionsw1 and w2 and thicknessd,
V=w1w2d<4.7310−7 cm3 and 1−n,sd /w1d+sd /w2d,3.8
310−5, sox0,9.8310−4 emu/G, which is very close to the
experimental valuex08

2=9.7310−4 emu/G. Regardless of
the chosen normalization, we can clearly see that commen-
surability features are also present in the blind hole sample.

A direct comparison of thexsHd curves for samplesA and
B allows us to identify two clear differences. First, the over-
all screening is lower for sampleB, indicating that blind

holes provide a less efficient pinning. This effect can be in-
tuitively understood by considering the two extreme limits of
very shallow blind holes(plain film) where only intrinsic
defects pin the vortices, and very deep blind holes(antidots)
with a much stronger pinning force. Within this picture, it is
expected that the effective pinning force grows continuously
as the thickness of the bottom layer decreases. The second
point to consider is thatns=2 for blind holes, whereasns
=3 for antidots(see black arrows in the main panel of Fig.
3). The same difference inns was found by performing dc-
magnetization measurements on the same set of samples.
This result is consistent with previous Bitter decoration
experiments8 showing that the difference between the satu-
ration number of blind holes and antidots does not exceed
one.

The origin of these differences can be attributed to the
pinning nature of blind holes and antidots. Indeed, the inter-
action of a flux line with a blind hole substantially differs
from the more widely investigated vortex-antidot interaction.
In both cases, the normal/superconductor boundary imposes
a condition to the supercurrents to flow parallel to the bound-
ary of the hole. This effect can be modeled by introducing an
image antivortex inside the hole which interacts attractively
with the flux line.17 For the antidots, this attractive force acts
along the total length of the flux line, whereas for blind holes
we expect, as a first approximation, a smaller force propor-
tional to the depth of the hole. This scenario becomes more
complicated when considering the interaction of a flux line
with an occupied blind hole. In this case, whereas flux
quanta trapped by an antidot consist of supercurrents flowing
around the hole, flux quanta pinned by blind holes remain as
separated single-quantum flux lines with a well defined core.
Now an external vortex outside of the blind hole would si-
multaneously feel attraction due to the image antivortex and
repulsion due to the trapped vortex. Besides that, the stray
field produced by vortices inside the blind holes cannot
spread out freely in space since it has to be screened by the
inner edges of the hole. This leads to an extra term in the
interaction. For higher fillings, trapped flux lines are able to
rearrange inside the blind hole, a degree of freedom absent in
antidots. The repulsive interaction between these single-
quantum vortices might explain the origin of the lower satu-
ration number observed for the blind hole sample.

Let’s now move on to the analysis of the ac response for
temperatures above and below the critical temperature,Tc2 of
the bottom layer. ForT,Tc2, as expected, we observe the
same different flux-pinning properties for blind holes and
antidots, as shown in Fig. 4(a) for T=7 K. For T.Tc2, an
isolated plain Pb film with the same thickness as layer L2 is
in the normal state(see Fig. 2). Although this film L2 forms
the bottom layer of the blind holes, in this case it is not
isolated but rather surrounded by the superconducting Pb
bilayer which may induce superconductivity. Therefore, in
this specific temperature region we expect that the pinning
behavior of blind holes asymptotically approaches that of the
antidots. This is indeed confirmed by the data shown in Fig.
4(b) for the same set of samples atT=7.18 K. The most
obvious feature of this figure is the similarity between the ac
response of both samples, i.e., similar ac shielding and the
same saturation number. All the observations reported for set

FIG. 3. Screeningx8 and dissipationx9 for films of set 1 with an
array of antidots(open circles) and blind holes(thick solid line) as
a function ofH /H1 for T=Tc2=7.10 K andh=0.23 Oe. The inset
shows thex8sTd transition for blind hole sampleB, indicating the
two possible saturation values used in the normalization of the sig-
nal x8.
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1 of the samples were also reproduced for set 2 of the
samples. These results are shown in Fig. 5. In this case,
samplesA andB have the sameTc=7.22 K, as shown in the
inset of Fig. 5.

An alternative way to investigate the pinning properties of
blind holes and antidots is to analyze the different ac vortex
dynamic regimes.18,19 For very low ac drives, all vortices

oscillate inside the corresponding individual pinning poten-
tials. This so-called linear regime is characterized by an
h-independent screening together with a very low
dissipation.20,21As the ac drive is increased, vortices eventu-
ally overcome the pinning well switching to a more dissipa-
tive regime with anh-dependent screening. The boundary
between these two regimes is mainly determined by the
strength of the pinning centers. Consequently, the stronger
the pinning, the larger the extension of the linear regime.
Experimentally, a reliable criterium to determine the onset of
nonlinearity is given by a dissipationx9shd=0.05, as shown
in Fig. 6(a) for sampleA of set 1 at several temperatures.
Performing this procedure for samplesA andB, we can com-
pare the dynamic diagramshsTd of antidot and blind hole
samples[see Fig. 6(b)]. Most obvious in Fig. 6(b) is the
smaller extension of the linear regime for the blind hole
sampleB. This is a clear indication that the blind hole array
produces a weaker pinning potential, in agreement with our
previous observations. In addition, for temperaturesT.Tc2,
the two boundaries collapse on a single line. This result is
consistent with the fact that forT.Tc2 the thin layer at the
bottom of the blind holes approaches a normal metal, thus
turning to the behavior of the antidot sample. Figure 6(b)
also includes the dynamic diagramhsTd for a reference film
with the same thickness as layer L2. As expected, the very
low effective pinning of the plain film results in a substantial

FIG. 4. Screeningx8 as function ofH /H1 for Pb films of set 1
with an array of blind holes(filled symbols) and antidots(open
symbols) with (a) T=7 K,Tc2 and h=0.49 Oe and (b) T
=7.18 K.Tc2 andh=0.03 Oe.

FIG. 5. Screeningx8 and dissipationx9 as a function ofH /H1,
for Pb films of set 2 with an array of antidots(open circles) and
blind holes (filled circles) for T=7.07 K, f =3837 Hz, andh
=0.5 Oe. The inset shows the temperature dependence of the nor-
malized screeningx8 for the samplesA andB.

FIG. 6. (a) Dissipationx9 as function of the ac fieldh for an
array of antidots at severalT, f =3837 Hz, andH=5 Oe. Arrows
indicate the onset of the nonlinear response according to the chosen
criterium x9=0.05 (horizontal line). (b) Phase boundary of the lin-
ear regime for samplesA and B of set 1, for H=5 Oe and f
=3837 Hz. This boundary is obtained using a dissipation criterium
x9=0.05, as shown in(a) for antidot sampleA. The continuous line
indicates the boundary of the linear regime for a reference nonpat-
terned Pb film with the same thickness as layer L2.
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smaller extension of the linear regime in comparison with the
patterned samplesA andB.

It is important to stress that there is also a difference in
the depinning process of vortices trapped by antidots and
blind holes. On one hand, single-quantum vortices trapped
by the blind holes are able to depin one by one. On the other
hand, as has been pointed out by Priour and Fertig,22 in the
case of multiquanta vortices(without rigid core) trapped by
antidots, the driving current elongates the vortex core which
can eventually reach the neighbor pinning site, thus allowing
the vortex to hop from site to site. All these considerations
should be taken into account in order to theoretically analyze
the pinning properties of blind holes.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have used ac susceptibility to perform a comparative
study of the flux-pinning properties of an array of antidots
and blind holes. We show that antidots are more efficient
pinning centers than blind holes where the superconducting
film is not fully perforated. Consequently, a reduced screen-
ing for the blind hole system is observed. Therefore, the

strength of the pinning potential can be gradually tuned by
varying the depth of blind holes. On top of that, the satura-
tion numberns, defined as the maximum number of flux
quanta that a pinning site can hold, is higher for antidots than
for blind holes, in agreement with previous reports. The lin-
ear regime, in which vortices oscillate inside the pinning
potential, has a smaller extension for the blind hole sample,
indicating that blind holes provide a weaker pinning poten-
tial. Finally, we discussed the ac response for temperatures
above the critical temperature of the bottom layer and found
that the pinning behavior of blind holes approaches the be-
havior of antidots.
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